I. Funded projects (20 min):
   A. Inclusive Lectern - location and usage
   B. Ability Exhibit - funding and location
   C. Motorized scooter loaner program
   D. MIDAS (Making Instructional Documents Accessible to Students) – spread word to faculty
      a. Apply at bit.ly/cpmidas

II. Physical Access needs (15 min):
   A. Automatic door at Admin bldg – electric door opener?
   B. Physical Access Subcommittee - plans for next year
   C. Move the accessibility complaints online form to the Accessibility webpage (accessibility.calpoly.edu)?

III. ATI (Digital Accessibility) needs (15 min):
   A. ATI Steering Committee - needs to resume
   B. Captioning service on campus - how is it being addressed?

IV. Plans for next year (10 min)